This paper presents a detailed study of the work to modeling the hierarchies and data trees in relational database area. Hierarchical structures are used in diverse domains, in engineering and in research. We give a comparison between the various models cited in literature. This study allowed us to synthesize the most interesting of these models to represents the data trees.
INTRODUCTION
The hierarchical model database is the first to appear, the main problem of this system is the lack of independence of the programs with respect to data storage. However, the relational model [1] remains more used.
The relational databases (RDB) provide an excellent support for the representation and storage of the data within information systems. This model is based to relational Algebra.
The hierarchies and trees data usually used in different domains for example: healthcare area. The tree structures facilitate the modeling of the System of information. They reduce complexity of connections between the entities.
The managing of the data in the information systems is a convivial functionality. This function is complex for the managing the graphs data. There are several SQL techniques to query tree structures [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . They can be classified into two major categories: tree modeling approach and SQL recursive approach.
This article is organized as follows. Firstly in section introduction, we present the paramount role of the relational model to managing the data, and the advantage the hierarchies for modeling the complex systems. Then in section 2, we describe a variety of approach to modeling the relational database. Finally we conclude by a comparison between the various models study in section 2. 
Models to representation the trees data
In this section, we give a study a different approach to storing and retrieving of the trees data into relational database.
Trees Modeling Approaches
This category is very efficiency to launch finding queries in database. However, the updating queries Requires a lot time.
Adjacency List Model
The Adjacency List Model is a simplest representation of efficiently managing hierarchical data in a relational database. it consists in creating the doublets (key of the node, key of the parent). Table I is a representation of the abstract model noted in Figure 1 .
We appreciate using integer data types rather than of string, so the creating query handling the trees table is as follows, either the table AdjacencyTree representing this model (see Table 1 ): );

The field "Node": the child node is the reference value to the node stored in the table data. 
The field "Parent": the parent node is the reference value to the node parent stored in the table data. This representation constitutes the tree data stored in the database. For a better use of this model it is necessary to separate the data of the metadata from the structure to be stored. The self joins is an efficiency method for doing a tree traversal, but is limited to a known depth of traversal, which is not always possible.
This model is having problems [2] [5]: 1. This model requires complex constraints to maintain any data integrity. 2. This model needs to traverse through all nodes for any query. In add this problems, this model is to be proscribed when:
 The tree is deep (more than 5 levels).  The tree is broad (more than 100 elements on the same level).  The tree contains many values (from 200 to 300 elements).
Nested Set Model
The nested set model is an easy representation of efficiently managing hierarchical data in a relational database. In this model each nodes is indexed by two information (left bound and right bound). Either the table NestedTree representing this model (see Table 2 ): The field "LeftBound": is the left bound value of the node. 
The field "RightBound": is the right bound value of the node.
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The assignment of the keys to the tree nodes is carried out by traversing the tree of the nodes on the left towards the nodes on the right [4] [5] .
The majority of research operations in this model require only one simple request of SQL. For a leaf, one always has: bound right -bound left = 1. For a node, one always has: bound right -bound left > 1. Those which easy make it possible to recover a subtree with only one SQL query, see an example in Figure 2 .
Either the subtree N3= {N3, N6, N7, N13 and N14}.  The set {N3, N6, N7} are Nodes.  The set {N13, N14}: are leafs. SQL code for the selection the subtree N3: "Select Node from NestedTree where Leftbound >= 6 and RightBound<= 15".
The Nested Set Model, updating queries are expansive.
Nested Interval Model
Vadim Tropashko has stated that Nested Intervals generalize Nested Sets and they are immune to hierarchy reorganization problem [7] [8] [9] [10] . He proved that it is possible to use rational numbers. The problem in this model is calculating the each values of split. We invited to find the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) to keep the numerators and denominators as small as possible [8] [4].
Materialized Path
Materialized path is a encoding where each tree node is labeled with the path from the node to the root [11] . Materialized Path could be represented a character string separate by any separator for example "/". Querying trees with This model saves the path from the root to each node as a string (see Figure 3) . Either the table PathTree representing this model (see the Table 3 

The field "Node": Is the reference of the node stored in the table data. 
The field "Path": Is the path from the root to node, the information stored in the column PATH is a sequence of alphabet separated by a separator such as for example: "/".  MAX: is the maximum of character contained in field Path. 
SQL Recursive
They can be classified into two Subcategories: SQL standard and derived SQL.
SQL Standard (Recursive with CTE)
In the third version of standard SQL named SQL3 or SQL99 is added the Common 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work presents a study of the approach to handling the hierarchies and trees data in relational database. We have given an advantage and disadvantage of those models. This paper allowed us to synthesize the most interesting of these models to modeling the data trees. All this approaches are sensitive of the updating queries.
Hence the necessity in future works:
 To improve of approaches that is not sensitive to updating queries.
 To generalize these representations in object databases and semi-structured, especially to parsing the XML files.
